
ZSPD - ZSSS  (5C so no requirement for low temp altimetry or run up)

All the approaches have max 205 kts in the turns but green dot is around 203 kts so no issue.

PROFILE A

Takeoff RWY 17L on a HSN11X departure.  Engine Failure at around V2, which is quite challenging if you are in the 
new sim CPA 19 which seems to be quite sensitive. Manual flight till clean and then vectors to HSH for a CAT 2 
procedural ILS Z RWY 17L. Just above 1000AAL you have an ATHR failure and THR LOCK so manual Thrust but no 
requirement to amend DH as your only doing a CAT2.
GA at minima and follow standard MAP. This time you are vectored for an ILS downwind RH and when on an 
intercept heading disconnect AP for a manually flown ILS 17L. GA again at minima and when you check the weather 
ZSPD is closed. Told to climb to 1500M, track to CGT to enter the hold and expect the VOR 18L ZSSS. On the way 
there we got ELEC TR1 fault. One lap of the hold before we were cleared for the approach. You can arm APPR 
straight away and it will go to FINAL APP shortly after leaving the hold although it did drift a little high on profile first 
before pitching down quite sharply when FINAL APP annunciated to capture the path. Approach works well however 
you are well right of runway 18L when you get visual so there is a bit of maneuvering to do. I took the ATHR out at 
about 1500’ which I think helped.

Profile B

Takeoff 18L ZSSS on a SUR1X with an EF at V2, manual flight to clean. Fly the departure and when ready you are 
given vectors to HSH for the procedural ILS Z 17L. It is an approach using the automatics to a Cat 1 minima 
followed by the MAP.
Vectors back for a manually flown ILS and MAP 17L and once you commence the GA you can reengage the AP.
This time you are vectored to HSH to enter the hold before being cleared for the VOR 17L. Very straight forward 
approach and the runway is straight ahead when you get visual.

Training item is the same as the last RT

“ATTITUDE" or “STALL” “I HAVE CONTROL - DISENGAGE - PUSH - ROLL - THRUST - STABILISE


